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RESUMF.N

Se examina teóricamente la absorción óptica de excitones cer
ca de impurezas monovalentes, usando un modelo fenomenológico para el
excitón y un ciclo de Born Haber.

In spite of the long time that has been dedicated to the study
of the optical absorption properties of alkali halides with monovalent
and divalent impurities the theoretical and experimental findings have
becn scarcc. In particular, a so called O band is detected in the high
energy region in crystals such as KCl: Tl+ and KCI:ln+. and is conjectured
in the literature as due to 3n exciton near the impurity ay a charge tra~
fer to the impurity(I). Recently, Tsuboi (2,3) has found by experiment
that the D band is composed of three bands, (D

j
, D2, D

3
) in order of in-

crcasing energy, and his theoretical calculations foy KCl:Tl, which in-
elude charge transfer, have agrecd well with experimento Nevertheless, we
believe it is physically plausible that the exciton optical absorption ex-
isting in apure crystal is affected by impurities in a notable manner in
doped crystals, and that this absorption occurs in the range of the D bando

The purpose oí this note is to examine theoretically the optical
absorption oí excitons near monovalent impuritics, using a phenomenological
model for the exciton and a Bom Haber cycle(4)

A first-principles approach would employ exciton wave flUlctions
in alkali halides, which are not casily fOWld, because they correspond to
neither Wannier or Bloch functions, but to an intermediate case, investiga
ted theoretically by the Hartree Fock method (S).
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The calculation are performed far alkali halides crystal with
11+ impurities, and the results are compared to the values faund in
Fakuda's classical workel) and Tsuboils work(2,3)

'fhe theory developed far calculation of the energy o£ fonnation
of localized excitans in alkali halides with divalent impurities appears
in a recent work of Clark ~ al. (6). Details about the Born-Haber cycle
appear in this work. For the case of excitaos near monovalent impurities,
depicted in Fig. 1, ioos in position 1 and 2 those who participate in the
creation of an excitan. The morrovalent cationic impurity is at position
3. The energy difference 6E between a free excitan and that of Fig. 1
has two principal contributions. 1) Repulsive (6 Er). and 11) Polariza-
tioo (6 Ep)' For the repulsive term we employed the exponential [om of
Born and ~byer, so the differenee in repulsive energy is

(1)

where el and ~ are eonstants depending upon the eharge and the ionie
speeie~, r+, r and rl are the ionie radius of the alkali, halogen and
impurity ions respeetively, and b the Born-~byer interaetion parameters
and R the interionie distanee.

The polarization energy has two eontributions: one due to the in-
teraetion between the hole at position 1 and the electron at position 2,
with the dipolar moment indueed by them at point 3. The express ion for
this eontribution is

[
1 1-4- + -4--

r13 r23
2 eos (2)

where MI and M+ are the dipolar moment of the impurity and the dipolar mo-
ment of the substituted monovalent positive ion, respectively, which are
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+

given by

+ 1-~

1(l - -)KO

(3)

(4)

where al' 0+, and 0_ represent the polarizability of the impurity, posi-
tive and negative ions respectively.

Then, the total effeet. the shift of the exciton absortion peak,
by the presence of the impurity is

where r13 = r23 = 1íR.

2 c05(rI3,
2 2
r13 r23

(5)
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Using the expression (S), the corresponding results are shown
in TabIe 1 and 111. In tabIe 1 are listed the numerical values oí the
constants introduced in the calculations the results shown in rabIe Ir
and 111 agree with the peak values of band D reported by Fakuda(l) and
we might conclude that the D band in alkali-halide crystals with mono-
valent Umpurities such Tl+ is related to exciton near a Tl+ impurity.

TABLE 1

VALUES RJR TIlE CQ'lSTANTS USEO IN TIlE CALCllLATIONS

M = 1. 7476 rl J. 47(J)

b 0.229 x 10-17 ergo MI 5.2(2)

Si I CI 1.125

(l) Ref. (6)
(2) Ref. (9)

For the values R, r+, r_, M+, M_ see Ref. (6).

On the other sirle, rabIe IV shows the experimental results of
Tsuboi ~ al. for KCI:TI, and KI:TI, and also a comparison with those ob-
tained in this work. In this tabIe ane notes that the theoretical value
oí 5.72 eV, ohtained for KI:Tl, lies very clase to the experimental value
for the 03 bando In the case of KCl:Tl, Tsuboi ~ al. have not detected
the 03 band; they presume it is hidden within the exciton band(3). while
on the theoretical sirle they find aneffect, due to char~e transfer, of
the order of 7.74 eVo This value is comparable to the one found in this
work far the excitan: 7.68 eVo
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TABLE JI

DlERGY DIFFERENCE (in eV) BEThEEN A FREE EXClTU'I

ANO A'I EXCITeN LOCALI2ED AT TI + CATIONIC UlPURIIT

E

Hast 111eo Exp
+ Host 111eo +

Ex]'

NaBr 0.562 Lil 0.364

KBr 0,097 0.270 LiBr 0,505

RbBr 0,089 LiF I. 363

:-laI 0.206 LiCI 0.569

KI 0.082 NaCI 0.3JI 0.360

Rb! 0,045 XCI 0.105 0.460

:-IaF 0.667 PJ:>CI 0.074

KF 0.273

RbF 0,161

+
E(exp) ReL (1) (Fakuda),

TABLE JI!

Host

+:-.IaCl:Tl

XCI:TI +

+
KBr:Tl

D band
(eV)

7.6
7.3
6.5

theo
(eV)

7.65

7.66

6.68

Table 111. Peak position of the absorption bands due to the excitans
considered in this work, compared with the peak position oi
the D bando The ealculated values of E have been subtracted
froro the energy fer the first excitan peak at 80~(Ref. 10).
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TABLE IV

o (eV)

6.72
6.71(Theo)

7.23
7.28(Theo)
5.52

7.74(Theo)
5.68

7.66

5.72

Table IV. position of the absorption peak due to excitans.
The calculations performed in this work appear under column D,
and ar13fompared with the experimental values reported by
Tsuboi for the D , 02' D - bands.
There are also Sh~~r'in th~ case of KCl:Tl, the theoretical
results by Tsuboi , obtained with a charge-transfer modelo

Thus, considering the D-band resolved in the t!1ree bands fOlmd
by Tsuboi ~ al. (2,3), the results seem comparable to the 03 band, which
Tsuboi interprets as due to charge transfer therefore, it is possible
that both effects are mixed in the D3-band. On the other hand, in the
case oE crystaline alkali-halides doped with divalent impurities such as
PbZ+(6) ar Sn2+(7), the optical apsortion oE the excitan near to impurity
might correspond to the O' band detected by Fakuda(l) , which would be
equivalent to the DZ-band obtained by Tsuboi. Calculations si~ilar to
those by Clark el al. (6), performed for excitons near divalent impuriti-
es, have yielded the theoretical values (7) 7.06 eV and 5.21eV fur KCl:&l2+
and Kl:SnZ+, respectively. The first value compares with the 7.15 eV-D1

band detected by Fakuda(l) and also with the 7.11 eV-D2-band detected by
Tsuboi(2); the second value corresponds to the 5.2-eV O2_ band obtained
by Tsuboi, the fact that the excitan peak shaws a greater shift in di-
valent impurities is reasonable, since the coulomb contributions produces
a greater effect than monovalent impurities.

In order to delucidate more clearly the O band problem and the
aforementioned possibilities, more work is needed, both theoretical and
experimental. On the theoretical side, it becames necessary to conduct
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quantum-mechanical taking into account covalency effects. which may be
of importance.
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